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A Christmas Message from the Founder

Last year my thoughts

went back to our first

Christmas at Le Court and

to how the ten of us who

shared it felt so close a

bond between us. It was

self-evident that when we

held together we would

get through all that had to

. » be done. This year it is

our International Week that stands out in my

mind. There, too, in the changed

circumstances of the Foundation 41 years later

we discovered in a new way the fact that we

are in a very real sense a family and that,

however separated one from another in

distance, we do actually need each other. The

closer we can stand together the more we will

be able to achieve in the years to come.

 

Christmas is above all a family occasion. It

is the time when people the world over feel

drawn to give living and concrete expression to

their concern for humanity. In particular it is a

time of giving, but giving of a special kind in

which as much joy is felt by the giver as the

receiver.

May this Christmas bring joy, peace and

many blessings to all within the Foundation,

and by doing so may it give us new hope and

new strength for all that lies ahead.

If my Christmas Card this year is a little

shorter than usual, please forgive me.

@2le
Leonard Cheshire
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A Very Merry Christmas

at Mote House

Christmas at Mote House starts

slowly with decorations and builds up

to a climax on Christmas Day.

The 200-year-old Georgian house

lends itself perfectly to Christmas

decoration in traditional style. A few

days before the 25th of December the

house is decorated with holly, fir

branches, and great swathes of

sparkling gold and red. Two trees are

decorated, one for the front hall and

the other for the library. The picture

of Lord Romney, the first owner of

Mote House, looks down from the

library wall seemingly with approval

that Christmas preparations are

taking place yet again as they must

have done 200 years ago when it was

his home.

Last-Minute Shopping

Residents have had a late-night

shopping evening in Maidstone when

the. big stores stay open for disabled

and elderly people. It is a happy,

relaxed time, when the shops lay on

refreshments for their customers,

nothing is too much trouble, smiles

are everywhere, and you are likely to

encounter a sober-suited floor

manager, grinning from ear to ear,

whilst he happily plays with a child’s

radio-controlled car around the

counters! We come out to see the

Salvation Band playing carols and

perhaps stop for a moment and sing

with them.

Secret Wrapping Sessions

As Christmas approaches Residents

and Staff are to be found hidden

away in corners wrapping and

labelling presents. Small private

parties take place in various

Residents’ rooms to which close

friends are invited for a drink and to

exchange gifts.

Great deliberations have taken

place amongst Senior Staff as to who

should be asked to be Father

Christmas. By tradition here it is

considered an honour to don the red

robe and beard to distribute the

Management‘s gifts to the Residents.

A representative from our friends

also has to be chosen to carve

ceremonially the first slices of turkey,

says Jean Taylor

 

Christmas Eve Carols

On Christmas Eve the Aylesford

Church Choir come to give a carol

concert in our library. Lights are

turned low as Residents and Staff

gather. Then the sweet sound of a

single choirboy’s voice is heard in the

distance singing ‘Once in Royal

David‘s City’ and the Choir in

vestments proceed into the room.

The next hour is taken up with the

singing of all the well-known carols

and some of the older. less well-

known ones. The evening ends with

punch and mince pies, and as the

Choir leaves we feel that Christmas

celebrations are really under way.

The Day Dawns

No one seems to want to lie abed on

Christmas morning. After breakfast,

everyone meets in the library for

sherry and the visit of Father

Christmas. Whilst he is distributing

the gifts complete with 3 ‘Ho. Ho.

Ho‘ when appropriate. much

discussion takes place as to who is

hidden beneath beard and robe.

Those few of us in the know keep

‘mum‘ so as not to spoil it for the

rest. In the end, he is forced to

unmask, with suitable gasps of

surprise from those who failed to

recognise mannerisms.

A Festive Board

The dining room set for Christmas

lunch is a picture. White tablecloths

with matching centre pieces on all

the tables, the work of one of our

talented artistic friends. Candles are

alight and lunch is served after the

first cut from the turkey has been

made by our ‘courtesy chef’.

The pudding is wheeled

ceremoniously in, flaming and

decorated with holly, and after that

and coffee, conversation is made

impossible by the noise of crackers

and party poppers. We give our

thanks to the Kitchen Staff for a job

well done. Residents then go to

digest the good food. listen to the

Queen’s speech, and leave the Staff

to their own Christmas lunch.

A False Alarm

On one occasion at this stage

Residents got a nasty shock, since no

sooner had they got their heads down

for a post-prandial nap than the fire

alarm went off! Never was there such

a rude awakening! One of the

candles in the staff dining room table

decorations had started to smoke and

our super—sensitive smoke detectors

came into operation. Staff were soon

around reassuring everyone there was

no need for evacuation. but the

relaxed after—lunch atmosphere that

year was well and truly shattered.

Parlour Games

During the evening. whilst traditional

silly party games are played, there is

a punch bowl. and Christmas cake

for anyone who has room for it.

So ends a happy Christmas at

Mote House. and there seems to be a

satisfied smile on the pictorial face of

Lord Romney that once more

Christmas has been suitably

celebrated in his old home.

 

  



 

 
 
 

Carnival Time in

‘Sherwood Forest’

 
Greenhi/l House Residents, Staff, Friends and Families prepare

to set off on the Banbury Carnival Procession.

 

 
 

Chris Kulwiec, a Resident of Greenhill Cheshire Home, Banbury, Oxfordshire,

describes the high jinks:

Our Home entered a float in Banbury Carnival which depicted a scene from the Tales
of Sherwood Forest. Many weeks were spent planning the event, egged on by Activities
Organisers Enid Smith and Celia Chasey. It was designed and constructed by Resident
Dennis Ferriman. Led by the ‘Sheriff of Nottingham’ and his assistant, on horseback, the
float carried a group of Court Ladies (Maggie Leonard, Leila Lever), Friar Tuck (Sally
Wallace), Little John (John Hargreaves), Will Scarlett (Ian Ellis) and friends (Jill Dalby and
Jackie Townley), together with other forest dwellers and villagers (Robert Newton, Paul
van Gijn, Andrew Lewis, Shirley Reed, Laura Smith, Heather Misson). Lyn Bushnell
insisted on dressing up us a tree and Sue Watson was the Spirit of the Forest.

Robin Hood (Chris Kulwiec) and Maid Marion (Ruth Boxall) followed behind, escorting
King Richard (Chris Davis), just returned from the Crusades, with other Court Ladies
(including Mike Willis, dressed in a ball gown!)

Many other Residents and Staff took part, either giving encouragement, or rude
suggestions, or rattling collection tins.

A tiring but altogether enjoyable afternoon.

    



 

 

   

Cheap and Cheerful

Christmas Decorations

Di Hickman, of Chipsfead Lake

Cheshire Home, Chipstead, Kent, is

well known for her original craft ideas,

and her ability to make use of a

variety of surplus materials — from loo

rolls to ping-pong balls.

Below she gives some ideas for

decorating your Home or home to give

a seasonal touch.

Save the cardboard middles of toilet

rolls or kitchen rolls. Cover them with

coloured soft-flowing foil (from W.H.

Smith or art shops), leaving two to three

inches fringed at the base. Stick a small

piece of string on one end and hang.

Cut flat sheets of cardboard into 5

pointed stars, crescent moons, angels’

wings and bells, then cover with gold of

silver foil.

Small decorations (for doors and small

areas)

Two or three pine-cones, wired together

and sprayed with paint — or sprinkled

with glue and glitter-dust. If you are lucky

enough to have some gold-tops from

Bells whisky bottles, (if not — chat up

your local publican), these can be wired

together with a Christmas bow.

Christmas—crackers can also be made

from toilet-roll middles, covered with

crepe-paper and fringed at the ends.

The ‘pull-bangers’ do have to be

bought — but are quite cheap.

Table Decorations

Can be made really attractive from

pieces of rough-bark with glitter-dust and

hand-made flowers, with candles in the

centre — or, an even easier method is to

use kitchen—foil, ‘scrunched’ into various

pretty shapes — one can then place

candles in the centre quite safely, without

the fear of dripping wax.

Wine-bottles of varying shapes can be

painted in bright colours and used as

candle-holders, the wax being allowed to

run down the outside of the bottle and

set. Trailers of Ivy (with or without

glitter-dust), intertwined with Holly and

Old Man‘s Beard, placed through the

centre of the table, looks most seasonal

 

*Address of Nottingham Handicrafts

for Cold-Clay:—

Nottingham Rehab

Ludlow Hill Road

West Bridgford

Nottingham NGZ 6HD

 

Simple Effective Christmas Tree

Decorations

Can be made from small pie, cake and

mousse foil containers, again painted,

glittered and shaped. Brightly coloured

sweet-wrappers can be stitched together

in bunches, and ping-pong balls can be

gaily painted. Tiny parcels can easily be

made from small pieces of cardboard

and covered in Christmas wrapping

paper, whilst snow-flakes and other

pretty shapes can be made from winding

pipe—cleaners together.

All of these can be hung with coloured

twine from the branches of your

Christmas Tree.

Dried Flowers

Hydrangeas, cut when the flowers are

full, along with many other blooms with a

‘woody stem’, can be bunched and hung

upside-down to dry. All of these, mixed

with dried, silver Honesty-pods and

branches of Holly make a beautiful

eye-catching arrangement — especially in

the entrance of your ‘Home'.

Our Special Treasure — The Bethlehem

Scene

We set about making our Bethlehem

Scene' seven years ago, and apart from

one or two minor repairs, it is still in good

use. We started with a flat piece of

hard-board, approx. 2’ X 3’ and covered

it with glue, sand and earth. We then

made a stable from odd pieces of wood

— approx. 16" long by 9" deep, with an

apex roof. We asked one of our Care

Staff who lived on a farm if she could

bring us some clean straw to thatch the

stable roof — we were hysterical, when

we saw her husband arrive one morning

on a tractor with a whole bale of straw!!

The ‘stable’ was well and truly thatched,

with much left over for our worthy band

of gardeners (to use in our lovely

gardens). Our Manger, the Baby, Mary,

the Shepherds, Wise-Men, Sheep,

Donkeys, Cows, drinking troughs,

chicken, all creatures great and small —

were made from ‘Cold Clay‘, bought from

“Nottingham Handicrafts“. Everyone

joined in the fun, even ‘Stewpot‘ our

blind, day-care young man, was able to

shape some of the figures, all of which

were duly painted and placed in and

around the Stable. Each year we place a

bright light over our Crib, and it is always

much admired. Believe me, it‘s worth

having a try at making something — it will

give you a lot of fun and laughter — and a

great deal of satisfaction. May you have

a very happy and Decorative Christmas.
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The Busy Bees of St Bridget’s

by Michelle Leroy-Baker (aged 14)

and Marcus Richards (aged 15)

:.¢‘M(a~b~:.m~.mfi.“heme

 

St Bridgets ambulance decorated for Carnival time.

We decided to enter our ambulance in the Rustington carnival on Monday 28th August.

This year’s theme for the carnival was television advertisements. We decorated the

ambulance using the idea of the National & Provincial Building Society’s advertisement

with all the bees homing down into a beehive. Sixteen of our Residents and their escorts

(staff and friends) were dressed as bees with yellow T-shirts with black stripes, and

black trousers. Months of preparation had been put into this especially by Dee Midwinter

and Julie Garlick.

The big day dawned bright and sunny which was such a relief! By eight o’clock all

hands were on deck and things were progressing rapidly.

This was the day’s timetable . . .

8.00 am. Everyone begins to arrive.

10.00 am. Ambulance is now half decorated.

11.30 am. The family have early lunch.

12.00 am. Everyone changes into their costume and applies make-up.

12.30 pm. Ambulance driven by Peter Richards leaves the home with its Residents

as outriders.

1.00 pm. We arrived at Gateway car park for judging.

2.00 pm. All slightly disappointed at not having won a prize but still in good spirits.

We left the car park with the other floats to parade around the streets of

Rustington. Audrey and her escort, Zoe, had great delight in soaking

everyone with water.

3.15 pm. We arrived at the Recreation ground where all the stalls had been set up.

We then paraded around the arena for five minutes until we were called

over by the man with the loud hailer to collect our prize. We were all

greatly astounded by this and subsequently found out that we had won

the trophy for the best adult fancy dress. Everybody was, of course,

greatly delighted at our success.

6.30 pm. To round off the perfect day, which was greatly enjoyed by all, we had a

disco.

All this was made possible by staff and friends giving up their valuable time. Many

thanks to all concerned.



“What’s

Cooking?”

Naughty but Nice!

Kay Christiansen, Editor of The Cheshire

Smile, tempts you!

Even the most dedicated weight watchers

forget about their waistlines for the seven

days of Christmas. So here are some

thoroughly indulgent recipes for mouth-

watering sweets.

And if you really MUSTN’T eat them,

how about making them for Christmas

presents? Packed in coloured paper

cases, and arranged attractively in pretty

boxes, they make most acceptable and

modestly priced gifts.

CHANGES AND GRAPES

GLACE

Makes 30

2 large oranges

1/2 lb black grapes

1 lb granulated sugar

1/4 pint water

1 tablespoon golden syrup

Mark the oranges in quarters and then

remove peel and pith. Separate oranges

into segments, ensuring they are

unbroken. Snip grapes into pairs, leaving

short stalks. Measure sugar and water

into pan and stir over low heat to

dissolve. Add the golden syrup and bring

up to boil. Boil briskly until a little on a

saucer goes crisp and brittle. Dip the

fruits one at a time into the hot syrup.

lifting out carefully with a fork when

completely coated. Let surplus drop off

and place on oiled baking tray to set.

CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES

Makes 24

4 ounces plain chocolate

2 tablespoons double cream

1 tablespoon brandy or rum

8 to 10 ounces icing sugar

Chocolate vermicelli (obtainable at most

supermarkets)

Melt chocolate over a pan of hot water.

remove from heat and stir in cream and

brandy or rum. Blend till smooth and stir

in icing sugar to make a smooth

consistency. Roll teaspoons of the

mixture into small balls and then roll in

chocolate vermicelli. Leave to cool till set

firm.

COCONUT ICE

Makes 11/2 lbs

1 lb granulated sugar

1/4 pint water

1 teaspoon vanilla essence

4 ounces desiccated coconut

1 tablespoon single cream

Little cochineal

Measure sugar and water into pan,

dissolve and bring to boil. Cook rapidly

until a little syrup, cooled, forms a soft

ball. Take pan off heat and stir in vanilla

essence, coconut and cream. Stir gently

till mixture thickens. Pour half mixture

into a buttered. 7 inch tin. Colour the

remainder with cochineal and pour on

top. Leave till cold and firm. Cut into

pieces.

PEPPERMINT CREAMS

Makes 36

1 large egg white

12 ounces icing sugar

Few drops of oil of peppermint

Crack egg white into large bowl and beat

with a fork until frothy. Add half sieved

icing sugar and beat with wooden spoon.

Add a few drops of oil of peppermint

sparingly. Beat in more of icing sugar

until mixture is fairly stiff. Sift a little

icing sugar on to pastry board. Turn out

peppermint mixture and knead in as

much of the icing sugar as possible. Roll

the mixture out to about 1/4 inch

thickness. Using a small cutter (1 inch)

stamp out circles of the mixture. Leave in

a warm place for 24 hours to dry out.

 
CHOCOLATE FUDGE

Makes 11/2 lbs

1 lb granulated sugar

1/4 pint water

1 tablespoon syrup

1 small tin evaporated milk

1 ounce butter

4 ounces plain chocolate

1 teaspoon vanilla essence

2 ounces chopped walnuts

Put sugar and water into large saucepan

and stir over low heat until melted. Stir

in syrup and evaporated milk. Bring up

to boil rapidly until a little spooned out

forms into soft ball. Draw pan off heat

and add butter, allowing it to melt on the

surface without stirring. Leave to cool.

Melt chocolate, add to the fudge with

vanilla essence, and beat with a wooden

spoon until creamy. Stir in walnuts and

pour into 7 inch square pan. Mark into

squares and. when cold. break into neat

pieces.

 
 

Have you some recipes you would like

to share? Send them to Cheshire Smile.

 

  
 



 

  
  

  

  

 

A Care Adviser’s Lot

is Not an Easy One

Here Geoffrey Dunn, Foundation Care Services Co-

0rdinator, comments on the difficult and demanding role

of his Care Advisers, who are split into three Area Teams

- North, East and West.

Who’d be a Care Adviser?

‘Now that the Review is over I can

see no useful purpose for Care

Advisers‘ involvement with the

Home‘; ‘xx‘ is held in high esteem by

the Residents. Staff and Management

Committee members‘; ‘we would be

prepared to contribute towards extra

salary to keep ‘x‘; ‘of course. as a

Care Adviser ‘x‘ will not meet with

the Chairman or Management

Committee members‘.

The above comments, although

paraphrased to some extent. are all

reasonably accurate quotes made

about Care Advisers by people

within the Foundation.

A Demanding Job

When I was asked to write an article

about Care Advisers the task seemed

plain sailing — mainly because I was

guided by pages 52/54 of Handbook I

which referred to the duties of Care

Advisers and which at that time

formed their job description. It all

seemed very clear. But it does not

work like that in practice — or at least

not everywhere. The result of this is

increasing frustration amongst

Advisers that they are apparently

unable to fulfil their role. Another is

the misunderstanding and friction

which occurs between the different

parties involved.

Who Defines Standards?

It is perhaps with the definition of

‘his primary task is to help to ensure

that Residents enjoy as high a

standard of care as possible’ that

difficulties can occur. What are

acceptable standards? Who defines

them? Who ensures that they are

attained? What action should be

taken if standards are not

acceptable? Answers to these

questions are referred to in the

Handbook and no doubt will also be

in the new Handbook when this is

available but the answers to the

questions will be infinitely variable. I

suggest that Care Reviews will play

8

an increasingly important rOle in the

process of formulating agreed

objectives and standards and

perhaps, more importantly in

ensuring that they are achieved.

While it is easy to define objectives it

is more difficult to achieve them and

it is in this process that Care

Advisers can play a positive rOle. It

is important that Reviews should be

regarded as a means of achieving

objectives and not as a ritual to be

conducted from time to time just to

satisfy the system and keep everyone

happy.

Everyone Has a Contribution

Like any organisation. the

Foundation is the sum of its

constituent parts — everyone has a

part to play and expertise or

knowledge to contribute. No-one can

know everything and it is by

individual and collective

contributions that progress is made. I

personally therefore find it surprising

when advice is rejected — or not

sought in the first place.

Consultation is going to be of even

greater importance in the future with

the implementation of the Griffiths

Report and, it is to be hoped, the

introduction of at least some of the

recommendations of the Wagner

Report.

A Significant R6|e

It is in these processes of change that

Care Advisers can play a significant

rOle in obtaining and giving

information about developments and

trends; in planning for the future and

in ensuring that sufficient information

is available on which to make

informed decisions at all levels of the

Foundation,

Care Services Co-Ordinator Geoffrey Dunn dictates to his secretary, Virginia Goldie.
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A Care Adviser’s Job

Like any job there are advantages

and disadvantages in being a Care

Adviser. They can work from home

and to some extent choose their

hours of work. They must also be

ready to travel quite long distances

and get home very late — often

finding messages to which a quick

response is required. Their carefully

formulated plans for Visits are quite

often disrupted by requests for an

instant visit caused by an emergency;

their family life is frequently

disrupted in the same way — which

sometimes causes problems; the

available space in their home is used

for office purposes — not all partners

appreciate this. It can also be a

solitary job — despite the efforts

made to meet with colleagues when

possible. We all need support in our

work # this is often easier to achieve

in a residential setting than when

working on your own — so we

arrange staff meetings. but then

sometimes encounter the comment

‘They’re always in meetings’.

A Deep Commitment

My over-riding impression of the

Foundation is of the degree of

commitment of everyone I have met

— whether in Homes. FSS Schemes or

even Maunsel Streetll I have now

met with all the Care Advisers ~ not

as frequently as I would wish — who

have the same level of commitment.

Their concern. like all of us, is to

‘ensure that Residents enjoy as high

a standard of care as possible’.

whether they be Residents in a

Home or in their own homes and

helped by the Family Support

Services.

I consider it is a first rate service.

although constantly subject to

criticism by its own staff members.

and one which can be used more

fully than it is perhaps at present.

Let’s Hear from Readers

It would be helpful to know what

readers expect from the service; of

ways in which it could be improved

or in which it is falling short of

expectations. I hope we shall hear

from you.

 

Roads to the

Riverside

 
31 May 89. Opening of new paths at John Masefie/d.

John Masefield Cheshire Home.

Burcot. near Abingdon. has recently

opened newly built paths which lead

down to the River Thames and offer

easy access for Residents in

wheelchairs. They are wide enough

for two Residents to travel side by

side. and are smooth and even.

The bank of the river is not only a

pleasant place to linger on a hot

evening. when a cool breeze blows

up; it also offers endless interest with

the pleasure craft that sail by. and

the varied wildlife. In addition. the

paths have given added impetus to

the angling club. Tuesday evenings

will see enthusiasts fishing with roach

poles and catching fish. which are

always put back. The record to date

is 20 fish at one sitting!

The paths were made possible by

the work of Manpower Services who

gave their labour and their

enthusiasm and by Amey Roadstone

and Grundons who generously

donated the materials and their

advice on the construction of the

paths.

Naming the Paths

The Residents decided they would

name the paths as a gesture to those

people who had made them possible.

So now there are Jim‘s Patch.

Philip‘s Walk. Ruth‘s Way. and even

a Folly.

The ‘official' opening of the paths

took place with a glass of sparkling

wine. much photography and a few

laughs. They are yet another example

of the importance of disabled people

having the same opportunities for

access as able-bodied people.

 

 

  
 



   

 

  
 

Peter Hughes, former Head of Home,

The Chilterns, Gerrards Cross,

comments:

‘Once there were too many

obligations and not enough rights.

Now rights proliferate — the right to

strike, the right to choose, the right

to publish, gay rights, animal rights.

Divorced from their obligations they

are increasingly abused.

Living in a Goldfish Bowl

‘On the matter of forming

relationships there are obligations not

to use another person for one’s own

gratification, not to damage their

security, not to cause scandal; even

an obligation to oneself not to

behave irrationally.

‘Residents should not have special

restrictions imposed on them. They

do, however, live to some extent in a

goldfish bowl, but so. away from the

anonymity of cities. do many others.

That imposes its own obligations.‘

The Question of Morality

‘I have so far avoided the word

‘moral’, but morality is not an

abstract and separate thing. It is a

particular term for a system of rights

and obligations. For the religious

man, these are God-given. Others

have to try and work it out for

themselves.’

The Right to

Personal

Relations

Debate

Continues

The Right to Choose

Mary White, a former Head of Care,

writes:

‘There should be no discussion

necessary about whether or not

Residents should be “allowed” to live

and be loved at whatever level they

choose.

‘We all have the right to seek and

find a deep fulfilment with another

person and to make sometimes the

most monumental mistakes in our

personal relationships.

‘Perhaps some Residents should

cultivate the attitudes of Ivy, for

whom I cared some 15 years ago.

She said “I’m glad Residents can go

out more now and I’m happy for

them. Just as long as no—one makes

me go out. I’m perfectly happy the

way I am — staying at home.m

Judge Hampden Inskip, former Trustee

of The Leonard Cheshire Foundation,

sets out his forthright view:

‘The Founder in his comments in

the April issue on “Love is Here to

Stay” did not set out his own

position. I hope that he will soon do

so. My own position is as follows:

i) ‘Just as Residents should be free

to choose when to go to bed or

whether to accept medical advice, so

they should be free to choose

whether they will use their bodies in

sexual activity and, if so, how and

with whom, whether in furtherance

of deep love or greedy lust.

ii) ‘Support of that proposition does

not mean approbation of the way in

which a Resident exercises that

choice. Likewise, persuasion to

behave in a certain way does not

deny the existence of the freedom to

choose a different way.

iii) ‘The first Handbook declared the

right of Residents to choose how to

live with reference to specified

activities, including sexual, because

Residents were too often being

denied freedom of choice in those

areas. If the new Handbook fails to

state that the Residents” freedom to

choose includes sexual activity, I fear

that some management committees

and some staff will regard themselves

as free to choose whether or not to

impose a particular morality on

Residents.’

 

 

A SMILE FOR CHRISTMAS

A smile costs nothing but it gives much. In enriches those

who receive without making poorer those who give. It

takes but a moment, but the memory of it sometimes lasts

forever. None is so rich or mighty that he can get along

without it, and none is so poor but that he can be made

rich by it. A smile creates happiness in the home, fosters

goodwill in business and is the countersign offriendship.

It brings rest to the weary, cheer to the discouraged,

sunshine to the sad and it is nature’s best antidotefor

trouble. Yet it cannot be bought, begged, borrowed or

stolen,for it is something that is of no value to anyone

until it is given away. Some people are too tired to give

you a smile; give them one ofyours, as none needs a

smile so much as he who has no more to give.

(Anonymous)  

Donations Greatly

Welcomed

Grateful thanks to those who

have sent donations to help

us meet the high cost of

postage. If other Homes,

Services and Readers would

follow their example, it

would be deeply appreciated.

Cheques should be made out

to Cheshire Smile and sent

to:

Cheshire Smile,

Arnold House,

66 The Ridgeway,

ENFIELD, de ENZ SJA
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Cheshire Homes

International Week

Thank you to all those who

have written to say how

beneficial they found the

Week —- both from the

conference aspect from which

so much information was

derived, and in exchanging

ideas and experiences with

other delegates. The message

was very clear — there is

enormous similarity in the

challenges that face Homes all

over the world — and

attendance at the Week

strengthened representatives

to return to face them in the

knowledge that they are not

alone. As for the organisers

and the International Office —

all we can say is thank you

for coming and making it

possible to have such a

successful occasion!

The attendance by so many

delegates from UK Homes

has created a new

appreciation of the unity of

the Foundation‘s activities.

and the visits of overseas

delegates to UK Homes after

the Week have helped in

renewing ties of friendship

and twinning. as well as in

forming so many new

relationships and new

twinning arrangements. Many

of the overseas visitors

returned home laden with

wheelchairs and gifts for their

Homes. and have expressed

their thanks for the

hospitality and welcome they

received during their

extended stay.

One example of this was

the wall frieze of the alphabet

Rosa Krepa of St Anthony's

Home had painted for Aziz

Addi and Angela Heimburger

to take back to Marrakech.

together with socks for all the

boys in the Home. Rosa

herself is hoping to visit

Marrakech in the not too

distant future,

A Successful ‘Twinning’

The Residents of Stonecroft

House have sent the

following account of the visit

of Ato Negussie Sellassie from

Ethiopia, who had been

attending the Foundation

International Week. ‘The

idea of his visit was twofold;

he wanted to see how the

Cheshire Homes were run in

this country; and he wanted

to visit Stonecroft. as it is to

be twinned with the new

Cheshire Home in Addis

Ababa. Both Ato Negussie

and Henry Berman, one of

the Residents of Stonecroft.

came up with this great idea

in the hope that we could try

and help each other.

‘After lunch. he gave us a

very interesting and

stimulating talk on the many

aspects of his country and the

need for us to help in any

way we possibly could. The

photos that he showed really

brought it home to us how

lucky we are in this country.

He told its that’ everything

they required — wheelchairs.

irons or crutches. either had

to be bought or made.

‘He then presented us with

a map. where he pointed out

and ringed where the Homes

are and the new Residential

Training Centre is going to

be, a pendant that is going to

be hung in our dining area.

and a packet of coffee beans.

We in turn gave him two

sweatshirts. a ‘Stonecroft‘ pen

and Brian presented him with

a picture that he had done.

‘The Residents then

suggested that we should

make a date for when the

twinning of the two Homes

should officially start. Ato

Negussie agreed and he said

that he would let us know

when the Home was ready.

We certainly hope that he

enjoyed the day with us and

let‘s hope that his Home is

soon completed so that the

twinning can take place.

‘We are enthusiastic about

this twinning and are looking

forward to corresponding

with Negussie in future.~

The Importance of

Flegionalisation

The following article from

Datuk Khoo Keat Siew,

 

 

A Record Fund-Raising Day in Botswana

On 27th May an

extraordinary event took

place in Botswana — in fact it

was the most successful single

day charity fund-raising event

ever held in that country.

What made this historic 20

kilometre charity walk — a

joint venture of the Rotary

Club of Gaborone and the

Cheshire Foundation of

Botswana — so unique was the

participation of the Patron,

His Excellency The President,

Dr Quett Masire — and in one

single morning P300,000

(£90,000) was raised from the

Gaborone community. Half of

this sum has gone towards the

Cheshire Foundation in

Botswana, where an outreach

programme has been

established. A Day Care

Centre is due to open soon

and next year a residential

facility will follow. In the

longer term the Centre will

provide training to

community based health

workers from other parts of

the country to enable it to

reach so much further afield.

The Foundation in London

recently received confirmation

from the EEC that it has

agreed to grant matching

funds towards this project.  

President of the Penang

Cheshire Home and Member

of the Management

Committee of the Far

Eastern Regional Council has

been received following the

International Week:

‘One topic which generated

much interest was that of

regionalisation. The

philosophy behind the

Cheshire Homes, one of the

greatest humanitarian

movements. is that the strong

should help the weak and the

rich should assist the poor.

‘The grouping of countries

so that they can pool their

resources and expertise

together for their mutual

benefit is in line with this

noble concept.

‘John Donne’s words that

‘No man is an island. entire

of itself equally apply to

Cheshire Homes. There is a

need for Homes and

countries to interact with one

another so that closer ties can

be forged. A stronger bond

between Homes will

inevitably lead to better

cohesion of the group.

 

A GROWING

ORGANISATION

There are 176

Cheshire Homes in 46

countries overseas.

For a lull list, write to:

International Office,

The Leonard Cheshire

Foundation,

26 Maunsel Street,

LONDON SW1P 20M

England.
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International Picture Page

J,

At work in Delhi Cheshire Home.

 

Liberia. 

 

 
 



International Picture Page

‘ t

Erme/inda, a Resident of The Cheshire Home in Sao Paulo,

Brazil.

Happy Residents frorn Delhi Cheshire Home.

’ ‘ WEE?” wT . . ‘

hAR‘fAKéEH
».«W

Standing, Azis Addis, and Angela Heimburger, Director and

Deputy Director of the Foyer Koutoubia Cheshire Home,

Marrakesh, with Rosa Krepa, Resident of St Anthony's

Cheshire Home, Wolverhampton.

     

 

 



  
 

  
  

‘The Far Eastern Region

has come a long way since its

inception. Its success as a

Region has been achieved not

without many trials and

tribulations. Initially it faced

similar problems which sortie

of the Regions today are

facing. primarily those of

communication.

‘The situation changed only

after the establishment of the

Training Centre (in Penang)

in 1984 and the subsequent

appointment of a liaison

officer for the Region. This

was the turning point.‘

Vital Communication

‘Communication is an

important factor. A

newsletter which keeps the

Homes informed about the

happenings in other Homes

in the Region will help to

bring the Homes together.

Another avenue whereby

Residents of a particular

Region can have direct

communication with one

another is through radio

communication. Perhaps the

possibility of starting

Cheshire Homes ham stations

around the world can also be

looked into.~

The Key

‘The key to regionalisation. I

believe. lies in cultivating a

sense of belonging through

projects and programmes

which will benefit the Homes.

‘In the past regionalisation

has failed because Regional

Management Committees

have had nothing to offer to

their Homes either by way of

ideas or assistance. In such

situations it is not surprising

that Homes prefer to be left

alone.

'Regionalisation can be

made to work if we keep in

mind some of the underlying

principles which contribute to

its success.‘

 

Obituary

Peggy Marjoribanks. who for

many years was Vice

President and House

Chairman of the Selangor

Cheshire Home. died

peacefully in her sleep in

September. Peggy. with her

husband Norman. who had

been Hon. Legal Adviser and

a founder member of the

Home. had returned to

England after a long illness in

1984 but sadly Norman died

soon after their return. We

extend our deepest sympathy

to Peggy's daughter Rachel

and all her family.
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Far East — Flrst Chlnese

Cheshire Home

On Friday, November 3rd.

the first Cheshire Home in

China was officially opened,

realising a long cherished

dream of the Founder. An

account of this historic event

appears on our back cover.

The opening was a

highlight of a hectic Far East

Overseas Visits

Since the International Week

many visits have been taking

place in the opposite

direction:

Sir Henry Marking has

been to South Africa where

he visited the Ann Harding

Home; once the slope at the

back of the Home has been

levelled and grassed. work

will finally have finished. The

Home is now operating to

full capacity. with 38

Residents. Sir Henry also

spent an afternoon at the Self

Help Association for

Paraplegics (SHAP) in

Soweto where he saw the

used clothing sent by all the

UK Homes ready for

distribution, We have since

heard from David Waddams.

Chairman of the Transvaal

Committee. how impressed

they have been by the good

‘ quality of the clothes

collected and sent out. He

sent sincere thanks to all

those involved in the

collecting. sorting and

shipping,

Michael Springatc has

visited the Silo Paulo Home

in Brazil: a massive rent

increase is causing the

committee to rc-think the

future of the Home. and

renewed efforts are to be

made on the fundraising side.

schedule by a contingent

from Central Office and was

preceded by the AGM of the

Far East Region in Kobe,

Japan.

Further details and pictures

of this conference and the

China opening will be

published in the February

issue.

The Madurai Cheshire

Home (India)

This home was started in

December 1969 with only two

Residents. and has gradually

grown to the present strength

of 34. all of whom are

physically disabled. There are

14 men and 20 women. and

although there are further

applications on the waiting

list it is not possible to admit

any more at present.

A Ten-Acre Site

The original premises were

offered to the Home free of

rent. and later the

Government of Tamil Nadu

assigned a 10-acre site at

Thoppur Village (10 miles

from the City of Madurai) to

the Home free of cost. A

contribution from the

Madurai District Welfare

Committee enabled building

to commence. and

completion was secured with

further donations from the

public and a grant from the

Social Welfare Department of

the Central Government.

A Day Dispensary

The Home runs a day

dispensary for visiting out-

patients. with a sister-in»

charge attending to minor

ailments. Although. owing to

the distance of the Home

front populated localities.

there are not many atttcnders‘.

it is still felt to provide a

worthwhile service. and

separate donations are

collected to keep it running.  

A Tribute to ‘Chid’

Front [/18 Chairman of the

Home, MrN M R

Krishnamaarthy, we have

received the following tribute

to the Founder Secretary of

the Home, Mr S

Chidambaranathan 7

affectionate/y cal/ed ‘CHID'.

‘Chid is 80 years old and

still works as Administrative

Officer for the Metal Powder

Co Ltd, Tirumangalam,

where he has been for the

past 17 years, in addition to

having been a member of

Rotary for the past 30 years.

His 80th birthday on 2nd

August coincided with the

20th anniversary of the

Madurai Home.

‘Born in Idaigal, a village

in Tirunelveli District in the

southern part of India, Chid

had his schooling in

Shenkottah. Owing to

financial constraints he had to

take up a career with the

Bombay Co, dealers in cotton.

Shortly afterwards he took up

another position within the

Harvey Group of Textile

Companies where, in various

capacities, he served for 38

years and retired as Manager

in 1968. After his retirement

he joined the Papanasam

Paper Mills Ltd as an

Administration Manager for

five years and it was at this

time that the Trustees of

Cheshire Homes India visited

Madurai in 1968 and asked

Chid to establish a new

Home. Chid attended the

1969 International Conference

of Cheshire Homes in

London, and visited Le

Court, which gave him the

necessary insight into the

Cheshire Foundation’s work.

He has over the years

collected donations from

various organisations and

individuals, and obtained

grants from the Government,

in addition to his personal

donations.

‘The Madurai Home is

continuing its service under

Chid’s guidance, true to the

word of the late Prime

Minister of India, Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru: “Cheshire

Home have set an example of

unostentatious but effective

work for the relief of

suffering without much fuss,

expense or advertisement.

They are remarkable

examples of what can be done

by earnestness and

enthusiasm . . 3”

We all wish Chid and Mrs

(Ihidamhranalhan many more

years of happy and healthy

life.

 



Disabled Learn To Sail with Lord Nelson

1.

‘4‘

by Geoffrey Barwick

j
.

 

An elegant square-rigged sailing

ship offers opportunities for

families to enjoy fascinating

holidays even if one or more

members is disabled.

The Jubilee Sailing Trust

operates the 400-ton Lord Nelson,

a vessel specially equipped to

carry disabled people and the

able-bodied together.

Carrying a professional crew of

eight, the Lord Nelson takes up to

20 passengers, eight of them in

cabins equipped for wheelchairs.

Equipment to allow the

handicapped to crew the vessel

includes an audio compass to help

the blind steer, power-assisted

steering to aid those with limited

strength, and a helmsman’s seat

for people who have difficulty in

standing.

Lord Nelson carries 11,000

square feet of sail but adds an

engine for windless days. Her

mainmast is a tall 115 feet, with a

platform at 40 feet and equipment

for lifting wheelchairs up there.

Ancillary facilities even include a

laundry room.

Most of the Lord Nelson cruises

are in north European waters,

including those of northern

Britain. The Tall Ships Race from

London to Hamburg will be

followed this summer.

Costs vary according to

destination and duration of

journey. Week-end, week, ten-day

of fortnightly trips are possible. A

typical ten-day cruise costs around

£350, covering all charges except

travel to and from the port of

departure, which is usually

Southampton.

Grants and sponsorship may be

possible. Advice on those and

general details of Lord Nelson

trips come from the Trust on 0703

631395 or 631388, or at Test

Road, Eastern Docks,

Southampton, SO] 16G.
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The Residents of St Bridget’s

i wreStling comes Cheshire Home, in Rustington,

West Sussex, are keen fans of

‘ 3 wrestling, and were delighted

to t Brldget S when Shane ‘Psycho’ Stevens, a

professional wrestler of renown,

‘ “ came all the way from Leeds to

stage a special promotion in the

garden of the Home.

He, along with a team of other

grapplers, including ‘Spinner’

Mackenzie, and Richie Brooks, set

up a ring on the lawn and

provided a most enjoyable

entertainment for nearly all of St

Bridget’s twenty eight Residents

and a number of handicapped

people from the neighbourhood.

 
After a number of literally

‘Breathtaking’ rounds, the Home

put on a buffet tea, prepared with

help from the Residents, opened

the bar, and had a very jolly

evening at a disco, with dancing

» led in a spirited way by Pauline

At St Bridget‘s, Rust/nylon. Display of wresting. Kelsey and Irene Hill.

 

 

 

Greenacres Celebrates

25 Years On

Greenacres Cheshire Home, Sutton Coldfield,

celebrated its 25th anniversary on Sunday, 9th July,

with a Service of Thanksgiving at a local church,

attended by 250 Residents, friends, volunteers, staff

and members of the Management Committee, past

and present.

 
= The doors of the Home were opened to receive its

l , first two Residents on 29th July 1964. One of these

‘ Residents, Winnie Lucas, is still at the Home and

says that she felt very happy from the first day. 
During the Service, attended by the Lord Mayor

and Lady Mayoress of Birmingham, Mr Jack

Threadingham and Judge Hilary Gosling,

Foundation Trustees, and Roland Langley, President

of the Home, a recorded personal message from the

Founder, Group Captain Cheshire, was played. 
A splendid afternoon tea for guests followed at

Greenacres, and provided a relaxed, informal

opportunity to renew old acquaintances and revive

memories. 
‘ 1 i Flea/dent Winnie Lucas of Greenacres cuts the anniversary

cake with the help of the Lady Mayoress of Birmingham. At

rear, standing, Greenacres President, Roland Langley.    
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Financial Backing — At Last

After seven years of patient

negotiation, Dacorum Area Family

Support Service, Hemel Hempstead,

Hertfordshire, is now receiving full

financial support from Hertfordshire

Social Services — a grant of £33,120

for a year.

Eileen Chester, a member of the

Management Committee, and

Dacorum’s first Organiser, hopes that

this ‘big step forward’ will be an

encouragement to other Family

Support Services to keep pegging

away.

Since 1982 when the Family

Support was formed the Management

Committee has been negotiating with

Social Services and the local Health

Authority for financial backing on a

permanent basis, instead of hand-

outs annually or whatever there was

to spare.

The successful outcome is due to

Chairmen who worked unstintingly

and with great determination — from

the Founder Chairman, Delia

Dudgeon, who had all the spade work

to do, to Fred Mullin and Desmond

Maiden who carried on the good

work, helped by the Organiser and

Administrator.

Dacorum services 95 clients, and

the amount of the grant reflects the

variables of Care Assistants’ wages,

travelling costs and charges to clients

according to the number of hours

service provided. This will be

monitored quarterly and the annual

minimum agreed is 13,250 hours;

Eileen Chester points out that

although they have always been

accepted and appreciated by the local

Social Services, the contract indicates

that they realise that DAFSS can

give good value for money in their

care service. She also adds that the

decision may also have been

prompted by the Griffiths Report,

which perhaps is a further

encouraging sign to Family Support

Services struggling on inadequate

funding to renew the pressure.

 

Stonecroft on The Air

and Up in Air

Stonecroft Cheshire Home,

Barnetby, South Humberside, went

‘up in the air’ and on it recently

when it was contacted by radio

Viking one lunch time and invited

to take part in a quiz called ‘What

About the Workers?’

ln twenty minutes they had to

choose a team and find the

answer to 5 questions, as well as

finding 5 items at lightning speed.

The questions were:

1 Which wedding anniversary is

crystal? A: 15 years

2 What would you do with a

Winston Churchill? A: Smoke it

3 What was the sequel to the film

Funny Girl? A: Funny Lady

4 What was the first name of both

Burke and Hare (the corpse

stealers)? A: William

5 Which name is given to the

Strait linking the Black Sea with

the Sea of Marmara between

Europe and Asian Turkey? A:

Bosphorus Strait

While the elected team drawn from

the care staff were exercising their

minds, there was a desperate

search for the items: a football; a

wok; pale pink lipstick; a motoring

map; a spade. Everything was

located in the Home except the

wok, so a member of staff hurtled

home and got one just in time!

Ron Walker, Resident, says:

‘Not only was it a madhouse, but

telephones were going left, right

and centre. The moment of truth

came and all of us were waiting

for the broadcast. A great surprise

we got when we heard we’d got

everything right and won the

Shield of the Day. Not only this,

but one of the Residents got a

new Viking Radio ‘T’ shirt, which

brought a smile to his face.

‘You could say that lunch time

had never been like this at

Stonecroft. It was a great laugh

and everybody, including us

Residents, joined in the‘spirit of

the tun.’  

   
Jacob at left, & Honey, Hydon Hill,

Canine Residents.

A New Resident at Hydon Hill

JACOB, a 7 year old Golden

Retriever, retired recently from his

job as a Guide Dog for a blind

person.

Jacob has now taken up residence

at Hydon Hill and is greatly loved by

all. Jack Sweeney, the Catering

Manager, looks after him and both

are now getting very regular walks!

Jacob obviously is a very well

behaved and good mannered dog and

is seen here passing on those good

points to Honey, a Cocker Spaniel

belonging to Brian Parkinson, the

Head of Home at Hydon Hill.
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Charitable Fund-raising —

The Debate Continues

Jack Hall, a member of Chiltern

Cheshire Home’s Fand-Raising

Committee, here expresses his views:

In the August issue the Residents

who defended fund-raising tended to

dwell on the therapeutic benefits of

the activity: the taking part in local

community affairs, festivals, etc, and

the opportunity it gives to commune

with the general public and share

their lives with them. All of which

are very valid reasons but do not

address the fundamental issue — why

do we have to fund-raise?

Why Do Homes Fund-Raise?

Broadly speaking Home funding is

limited to contributions from the

Residents” disability pensions and by

local authority grants, the sum total

of which falls short of the cost of

running a Home. It is this shortfall

that leaves a Home no alternative

but to resort to fund-raising — or,

dare I say it, begging — to bridge the

difference.

Is It Right?

I have been a member of the

fund-raisers of the Gerrards Cross

Home for some considerable time —

the rattling of tins, the walks, runs,

darts matches, fairs, raffles and the

very welcome and necessary activities

by our good friends in Rotary Clubs,

Rotaracts, Inner Circles, churches,

schools etc. etc., all end with the

same question at the end of the day —

how much did we make? We are

indeed too preoccupied with the

making to stop for long to ask

ourselves ‘is this the right way to

provide care and shelter for our

fellow citizens who through no fault

of their own need a helping hand?”

Create a More Caring Society

Full marks to Graham Giles for

raising the issue, and to Keith

Simpson for underlining this, to me,

very central point: should any

member of our society de dependent

upon charity? Doris Manning says

‘We do not live in a Utopian society,

and it is therefore necessary to raise

funds”. Alas, she is right, but surely

it does not have to be a complete

Utopia to create a more caring

society which allocates a fairer share

of available monies than prevails

today.

Charity for Research and The

Third World

By all means let us direct our charity

towards funds for researching cures

for today’s ‘incurable’ illnesses; by all

means raise money to send to the

under-privileged Third World, and to

alleviate the consequences of natural

disasters. But to depend on charity to

provide the simple comforts of

residential care for fellow citizens less

able than us to help themselves is

utterly wrong.

Tackle Your Local MP

It is to be hoped that the Foundation

supports these views and will express

them forcibly and continually to the

central authorities from which our

funds come. Perhaps to reinforce

their endeavours Homes throughout

the country should encourage —

demand? - the active interest of their

local Member of Parliament. After

all, our Residents are all voters!

Residents Love Helping

Arthur Chattell, Chairman of

Dunstable Friends, Bedfordshire

Cheshire Home, gives his experienced

view:

I was pleased to read the letters

from Residents concerning charitable

fund-raising as their views were so

much in line with the experience of

this support group which has been

running a street house—to—house

collection for the Bedfordshire Home

for some 25 years.

The help of Residents in this

enterprise came about as a result of a

request from a Resident. The

financial result was so good and the

occasion so much enjoyed that now

we usually have at least five

Residents helping and they all say

they enjoy the experience and

meeting with the general public

whom they find friendly, interested

and, in most cases, very generous.

Of course I agree with paragraph

four of Graham Giles’s article and

wish that we lived in an ideal world

where the Government did what they

should do for the handicapped and

disadvantaged, but as there are so

few votes likely to be picked up as a

result we are likely to be left with the

necessity to depend upon the

initiative, enterprise, kindness and

generosity of volunteers, the

handicapped and the general public

for a long time to come.

 

The death of Ernie Atherton, Group. Mr Hitchens

Obituaries

Mess in London. money for the Dehra Dun

Resident and Member of

Greathouse Cheshire Home

Management Committee,

Kington Langley, Wiltshire,

occurred on 4th June 1989.

Some 150 were present at a

moving memorial service

conducted by the Rev Peter

Steare and held in the garden

of Greathouse, an area that

Ernie enjoyed and loved so

much, where he was able to

tend his plants and seedlings.

A tribute to the work that

Ernest did, not only for

Greathouse itself, but for so

many charities was given by

Mr Bill Hitchens of the

Newbury Multiple Sclerosis
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reminded those present that,

in spite of his own disability,

Ernie Atherton had raised

many thousands of pounds

and done so much to help

others. Reading and

intercessions were read by

Head of Home Colin

Paterson and Mr W Perkins.

Aged 60 at his death, Ernie

was a native of the North

East, and enlisted in The

Royal Horse Guards (The

Blues). After becoming an

NCO, he served with the

regiment in Cyprus and in

1959 he was promoted to

SQMC as Corporal of Horse

and also ran the Officers’

Following a car accident

Ernie became a Resident at

Greathouse in 1977 and,

although confined to a

wheelchair or a special room

at Greathouse, the money for

which was raised by Mrs

Dorothy Bradford 0f

Newbury, he was always

ready to welcome visitors.

He served for nearly ten

years on the Home’s

Management Committee, and

even at the time of his death

he was involved with raising

funds for the provision of a

new lift at the Home. In

addition every year he raised

(India) Eye Clinic, which has

named a wing ‘Greathouse’ in

recognition, and also for the

Zimbabwe Cheshire Homes.

 

The Durham Cheshire

Home announces with

sadness the death on 24.9.89

of Mrs Sadie Cavagan, aged

71 years.

Sadie was among the first

Residents when Murray

House opened in 1972. She

was Treasurer of the

Residents’ Committee and in

charge of the Residents’ shop

for many years. She will

always be remembered with

love and affection.



    

 

 

 

My Thoughts

On Retirement

by Bob Hopkinson

Former Foundation Care Adviser

When I started work as a Care

Adviser in 1978, we were known as

Counsellors. I joined Alma Wise and

Jilly Corney who covered one half of

the country between them, and I

visited every Home north of

Sandbach in Cheshire. Since this time

the number of Advisers has increased

and now includes Occupational

Therapists in their r61e of

Rehabilitation and Equipment.

Originally my reason in writing to

you was to say goodbye to all the

many friends I have made during the

last eleven years throughout the

Foundation and to thank my

colleagues in the North for their

good wishes and gifts on my early

retirement in October.

The Changing Scene

However, to some extent this has

now become secondary since I picked

up the August Cheshire Smile. There

have been times when I thought that

little had changed since I joined the

Foundation, but I was wrong. At

long last others are beginning to

speak out and there appears to be no

censorship on what is printed (thank

you, Editor).

Judge Inskip’s talk at the Western

Area Conference was brilliant. I and

many others have always agreed that

some of the best things ever to be

published were the Foundation

Handbooks of Care in ‘1981. They

were admired by many Local

Authority Social Service Departments,

and I regret that their contents have

not been made mandatory. The

problem was that many of the

Trustees did not back up what they

had agreed in committee although the

decision to publish was, I am told,

unanimous. Please let the Handbook

No 1 remain in its original form. It

cannot be improved upon.

In the paragraph ‘Areas of Deep

Shadow’ Hampden Inskip talked of

persuasion — ‘Perhaps there was too

little’. Hampden I know is aware that

there was plenty of persuasion going

on to promote Residents’

participation, but this varied

throughout the country. I know to

my cost that it was, and still is, very

easy for a Foundation employee to

be excluded from a Cheshire Home

by a management committee which

does not want to move with the

times.

But again in some parts of the

country the problem lay in the

varying degrees of support given to

the Advisers by the Trustees and

Headquarters. If we are to employ

qualified staff to advise, for

goodness’ sake listen to what they

have to say. Some of the

Foundation’s most experienced and

valuable field staff have left the

organisation because of the ‘bruising‘

they have suffered.

 

The Right to Love

Bravo to all those who have used The

Cheshire Smile to voice their opinions

for speaking out on ‘The Right to

Love’.

Brian Foster’s article ‘Love is Here

to Stay’ may not have pleased

everyone but we must not close our

eyes or blinker ourselves from reality.

I know that many comments have

caused trauma to Brian since it was

published but, have faith Brian,

attitudes are changing, albeit slowly. I

know it will come right in the end.

Many Good Times

Thank you for a very enjoyable

period in my career. There have

been many good times, and a few

traumatic worrying times. There is

light at the end of the tunnel and I

would love to be there when we

eventually reach the end and have to

cover our eyes to avoid the dazzle.

Throughout my time spent working

in the disabled field there has always

been the reminder that there would

have been no r61e for any of us if

there had been no physically or

mentally impaired people in this

world.

Let us move forward together in

strength and be at the forefront in

enabling Residents to have the best

quality of life available whether it is

in a residential home or in the

community.
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‘Thank You’ So Much

I have been at Greenacres for

the past eighteen years, and

in that time I have had many

things to be thankful for. I

thought this would be the

appropriate occasion to

express my thanks and

gratitude to all those involved

in caring and looking after

me over the past eighteen

years.

There have been several

occasions in the time that I

have been here when I have

thought I should have said

more than thank you. One

occasion was when my

mother and father died in

separate incidents and all the

staff, management, Residents

and voluntary helpers rallied

round and supported me and

my sister Jane when we most

needed it.

I have also, through the

Home, made a lot of friends

and acquaintances I would

not have met had I not come

to Greenacres, because

before I came here I lived a

very isolated life.

Over the past eighteen

years I have also done a lot

of things that I would not

have done. like going on

holidays on my own. going to

college. and doing fund

raising for various charities.

including Greenacres. I often

wonder where I would have

been hadI not taken the

advice of Miss Bibby who

was in charge of theschool

After Care Department in

Birmingham. who came

round to my home when I

was seventeen, and told me

that asshe lived acouple of

doors away from Greenacres

she could recommend me for

a place which would give me

security, love. warmth and

care which I needed.

I am so glad that I took

that advice when l was

seventeen. Had I not taken

it. I would. in an emergency.

have been put in a mental

home. For this I am truly

grateful and I would like to

take this opportunity to say

thank you to everyone who

has made me what I am.

Without them I would

certainly not be a happy

person.

Many grateful thanks

John Cook, Resident
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Advertisement

Congratulations

As an ex-I-Iead of Care I

congratulate the Foundation

on its advertising agency and

the new advertisement

‘There’s plenty we don’t tell

disabled people in our care‘.

I hope this advertisement is

given a prominent position in

every Cheshire Home. A

copy should be given to every

new member of staff entering

the Foundation’s service and

an illuminated manuscript

copy to every member of

every Management

Committee.

I enjoy the new ‘Smile’

very much. Good wishes to

all concerned with it.

Mary White,

Minehead, Somerset

Thank you, Mr Harding

I enclose a cheque as a

donation towards my copies

of The Cheshire Smile. which

I enjoy reading very much.

Keep up the good work.

J A C Harding,

Bingham, Nottingham

A Kind Donation

I‘m sending £10 towards the

cost of postage of The

Cheshire Smile. I enjoy

receiving it and read it all.

E D Boorman (Mrs),

Barkingside, Essex

Praise Indeed

Many people have written to

you congratulating you on the

‘Smile‘ in its new format.

May I. as one of a small

group who brought the

magazine to birth in

December 1954. add a

comment? Maybe I am the

only survivor ofthose nine.

all except one being

Residents at Le Court.

Since then I have received

and read every number

starting with that very First

Edition. ‘duplicated’ and

stapled, 16 pages in all.

launched with hope. with a

six-month financial guarantee

by the Warden. and in the

face of much wisearcre advice

to the contrary.

It has of course had

distinguished editors and its

physical appearance has

progressively become more

glossy and professional. And

no doubt it has a vast world—

wide circulation.

But it is the spirit of it that

impresses, the message more

than the medium. The whole

tenor is so sensitively

appropriate to the

Foundation it serves: it is

authoritative without being

dogmatic, challenging without

being threatening, readable

rather than trite. friendly but

not patronising, exploratory

short of being with—it trendy,

warm but not sentimental.

In theearly days it very

nearly was called ”Le

Courtier‘ — how right one of

the pioneers was to insist on

the ‘Smile‘. Long may you

flourish.

A G Finch,

Harpenden, Hertfordshire

Inter Country Pen Pal Club

Like everyone else. 1 am

sure, you look forward to

receiving a letter from

someone somewhere. Many

of us. no matter where we

are. like to share our joys

and achievements with a

friend.

I am hoping to start an

Inter Country Pen Pal Club

for the disabled and hope to

reach out to you wherever

you may be.

All you need to do is write

to me giving your name. age.

sex and address. State briefly

your likes and hobbies and I

will try my best to find a

friend to suit you. Please

write clearly. If. at any time.

you wish to change or are

dissatisfied. please write to

me again and I will find

someone else. Once you find

your friend you are free to

correspond without my help.

My address is:

Football Fans at Chipstead

Lake

I was most interested to read

your feature in the June 1989

issue on Freshfields Cheshire

Home, particularly the

reference to the attendance

by three Residents and

pushers at Goodison Park.

Here at Chipstead Lake

(Sevenoaks) we have a

similar happy arrangement

with White Hart Lane, the

home of Tottenham Hotspur

FC.

The round trip across

London is some 60 miles, so

we are not able to go

regularly; I usually drive the

party there in our minibus,

and am one of the pushers.

The other two last season

were our Care Adviser. John

Hollingdale. and his son

Simon, who is an ardent

Spurs fan. The last match we

attended was against

Everton, but out of

consideration for our friends

at Freshfields I shall not

mention the result!

I wonder if there are other

Homes that enjoy similar

outings in the football

season?

Cecil Williams,

Vice-Chairman,

Management Committee,

Chipstead Lake Cheshire

Home, Sevenoaks, Kent

A Treasured Memory

I should like to thank you for

my ‘Cheshire Smile‘ which I

have enjoyed reading for

several years. I have kept

most of my copies. and the

one I really treasure

(Summer 1984) shows

photographs of the trip to

Rome at the time of the

Cheshire‘s silver wedding

when we all went to visit the

Pope.

I enclose my donation to

help with postage.

June Stroud, Wimbledon

London SW20

16 Years at Carnsalloch

I worked as a volunteer for

sixteen years at Carnsalloch.

Dumfries. but am now many

miles from there. I enjoy The

‘Cheshire Smile‘ very much.

and it is with pleasure that I

enclose a donation of £5

towards the running of it.

Mrs E L Ferguson.

Nethybridge. lnverness-shire

 

 

 



 

 

   

I Promoting ACCESS: Duncan Watson,

CBE, has been appointed the new

Chairman of the Access Committeefor

England. He succeeds Arthur

Goldthorpe. The Access Committee was

created in 1983 by the then Minister for

the Disabled, Hugh Rossi, following the

report of the Committee on Restrictions

Against Disabled People. lts brief is to try

to improve access for disabled people in

new and existing buildings.

I Marvellous Fund-Raising Efforts:

Seven Springs Cheshire Home,

Tunbridge Wells, has hadsome

tremendous help in its fund-raising efforts

recently. First, Janet Wilkins, from a

sponsored run in the London Marathon,

raised £1,290.04, then Jean Smallwood,

Head of Home, had a Bridge Evening

with her friends which netted a further

THERAPOSTURE LTD. -
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£500, and this was followed by Sarah

Miles, a weekend voluntary helper in the

computer room, who said farewell on

leaving the area with a donationof £500

she persuaded out of her employer,

well-known Greek shipowner Basil

Papachristidis.

In addition, The ladies Morris dancers

‘Knots of May‘ have pledged £600 and

the Home’s flag day raised £1,763.34.

Other presentations are in the pipeline.

I NCVO Short Course Programme:

The National Council for Voluntary

Oganisations will be running a series of

Management Development Courses up

to July 1990. The courses will cover

administrative work; advocacy; lobbying;

campaigning; counselling skills;

employment; fund-raising; managing

projects. They will be held at various

venues throughout the country.

For a list and full details contact:

Sammie Haydon, Local Development

Unit, N C VO, 26 Bedford Square,

London WC1B 3HU Tel: 01-636 4066

I Rehab International Conference: The

5th European Regional Conference of

Rehabilitation International will be held at

the Royal Dublin Society, Ballsbridge,

Dublin, Eire, from Sunday May 20th to

Friday May 25th, 1990. Full details and

registration forms from Olive Rhodes,

Conference Secretariat, National

Rehabilitation Board, 24/25 Clyde Road,

Dublin, Eire. Tel: 68 41 81.

I A Distinguished Honorary Patron: In

its excellent house magazine,

Pathfinder, Llanhennock Cheshire

Home, Caerleon, Gwent, notes that the

First Lady in America, Barbara Bush, is

also Honorary Patron of the Cheshire

Homes in the USA, and despite her

onerous duties as the wife of the

President, has confirmed that she will

stay in this position. Pathfinder says:

‘The UK Foundation must be hoping for

a visit from her soon.’

I Hydon Hill Outing: Hydon Hill’s

second Home Outing was at

Runnymede, when Residents, Staff,

Management Committee and Volunteers

had a relaxed day. A delicious picnic

under a tree was enjoyed, as was a

game of Rounders by Staff and

Volunteers, cheered on by Residents. In

the afternoon came some horse racing,

and an international sack race, won by

England, closely pursued by Japan.

I Societyfor Art: Conquest is a Society for Art for

Physically Handicapped People. It aims to encourage

 

    

Your ProblemSolved.

INDEPENDENCE — AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

There is a Theramatic specification for many users in Domestic, Residential

Nursing Homes and for the chronically disabled, under-bed clearance

allows for the feet of a hoist. Variable height (Hi/Lo) is available.

Independence is a boon at home, and in the

Nursing Home, benefits staff utilisation.

 

   
 

  

  

  

 

  

  

Chest and spinal conditions are eased 'at the

touch of a button'. An optional

massage unit will aid

circulation without

raising the

heartbeat and

relieves muscular
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active participation in the visual arts, despite disabilities,

and to provide teaching facilities and materials as well

as information on special techniques to enable

handicapped people to discover new abilities and gain

self confidence. It also organises private and public

exhibitions of disabled artists’ work. Spectrum is a

magazine the Society publishes 3 times ayear. Articles,

drawings and letters welcome. For further information

write to: The Editor, Conquest, 3 Beverley Close, East

Ewell, Epsom, Surrey KT17 3HB

Tel: 01-393 6102

I St Teresa’s Former Chairman Honoured: Residents

from St Teresa’s Cheshire Home, Long Rock,

Penzance, Cornwall, were present at the Annual

Cornish Gorsedd Ceremonies when their former

Chairman Kenneth Tutthill received the award for

Community Service. He has been an active worker for

the Home for over 20 years and this signal honour was

richly deserved.

I Youth Training Scheme: The Hertfordshire Cheshire

Home has been involved with the Youth Training

Scheme for three years and has found it very

successful. Melanie Edwards and Michaela Cragg have

completed their two year placement and obtained their

City and Guilds Certificates. Both are now employed on

the permanent care staff. Andrew Tear has just

completed his first year and has received excellent

marks for course work. Alan Dickinson, Head of Home,

will be happy to provide information to other Homes

interested in YTS training.

I For Sale: BEC Horizon electric wheelchair. Excellent

condition, new battery and charger. £600 ono.

Tel: 0732 459510 — John Watson.

Theresa.Morley
Typewritten text
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A Day

in the Life

of Janet Wells

The Cheshire Foundation’s Training Adviser ' . '

‘Good morning!’

My Secretary Julia has

arrived before me and

opened the windows and put

the kettle on.

First priority today are all

the letters that have to be

written about the CSS and

ICSC sponsorships. Julia

nods. She knows that

although I begin every day

with a list of things I am

going to do. I invariably

reach the end of the day

complaining that the list is as

it was when I began!

There’s the telephone! And

it can happen, that for the

next two hours or more I

shall be talking to people.

both within and outside the

Foundation about all manner

of issues. It might be simple e

a request for the loan of a

video.* It might be a

discussion with one of the

Care Advisers about a

training event about which I

can give some information, or

suggest a contact. a package

or a book, or draw on my

previous experience to

provide an idea or a strategy

to help. One of the

advantages of being at central

office is that I have

something of a bird‘s eye

View and can act as a catalyst

or conductor — no. not the

musical sort but the scientific

one! Calls sometimes come

from other voluntary.

statutory or private

organisations. I like to work

with them all. because in that

way there is most to be

gained for the people we are

concerned about.

Now, those letters ~ but

the telephone rings again.

The Director is preparing

papers for one of the

Committees and he would

like staff views on a

particular issue. ‘Can Arthur

have your comments by

Friday?” Another deadline to

chase!

Julia brings in today‘s mail

and a welcome cup of coffee.

I check to see if anything

very urgent has arrived. The

sheer quantity of paper one

handles every day is a real

problem! Another greater

problem, really, is finding a

way of sharing the

information with other

people. I try to work mainly

through and with the Care

Advisers in each area team

who have special

responsibility for training —

but even triplicating

everything would be a major

enterprise. Meeting to share

the information means

another meeting and most of

us go to far too many of

those! I look to

computerisation for at least

some of the answers to these

difficulties.

Julia has been with us for

ten months so has become

familiar, not only with the

technical side of her job. but

also with the peculiar ways of

the Foundation and the many

people with whom we have

contact. She takes away a

tray piled high with work. It

will soon re-appear!

A message arrives from

downstairs: ‘Have you done

the piece for the application

for grant aid for training?’

It’s half done! I complete it

and see with horror that I am

now 10 minutes later than I

ought to be, leaving for a

meeting on the Residential

Domiciliary and Day Care

Project. This needs

explaining! The RDDC

Project is one of several

projects set up by the Care

Sector Consortium e which is

the Lead Industry Body for

‘Care’ on which sit

representatives from the four

employment sectors

concerned with care. i.e.

social services. the NHS. the

voluntary sector and the

private sector.

As a result of the work of

all the projects. care workers

will be able to obtain a

qualification recognised by

the National Council for

Voluntary Organisations.

There will be open access to

these qualifications. they will

be transferable and

cumulative and based more

upon what people can do

rather than on what they

know. Also employers will

contribute more to the

contents of these

qualifications.

In order to make sure that

the views of the voluntary

sector (Le. charities like

ourselves) are represented.

groups of us meet to ‘shadow‘

and monitor and participate

in what is going on. I became

involved in this work largely

because I feel the Foundation

has both much to gain from

cooperation with other

organisations and much to

give. You‘ll soon be hearing

more about all this.

  

   
Back to the office, after

the meeting. More phone

calls to return. and deadlines

to meet on a booklet I am

writing. Another call about

our own Resource Pack.

Someone wants some

evaluation forms — three

cheers! ~ I need to know how

useful. or otherwise. people

are finding the various

sections of the Training Pack,

as one day I have to report

back to the Department of

Health — who provided funds

for the pack!

That reminds me too that

soon I must write to Homes

and Services about evaluating

the past year‘s training. The

training cycle is a simple

device — but it keeps moving

on and doesn‘t stop — soon

we shall have to start

thinking about the

consultations for next year.

I must get together with

the Rehabilitation Advisers

to plan the residential

workshop and organise the

Heads of Homes seminars

and look at the FSS induction

training pack.

Now where was 1? Oh yes.

the letters about sponsorship.

Denis has taken the post long

ago so they won‘t go out

today. If I make a start

tonight. perhaps they will go

in the morning. If I put them

at the top of tomorrow‘s list.

*P.S.

By the way. will whoever has

the video of John Cleese in

‘You‘ll soon get the hang of

it‘ please let me know. My

recording system has failed

me and 1 do not know where

it is!
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STOP PRESS NEWS

First Chinese Cheshire Home Opens —

Ronald Travers, International

Director, gives this Eye-Witness

Account:

‘Kunming is known as the Spring

City because of its gentle climate —

never winter, never summer. And so

it was that Kunming provided a

beautiful day for the Founder to

open the Cheshire Home in this

fascinating city.

‘On Friday, November 2 a thirty

year dream came true for Leonard

Cheshire. The courtyard of the

Home was decorated in Chinese style

with hanging lanterns and flags of all

colours. Dragons danced to welcome

the guests and a 50—piece band of

children, together with a guard of

honour of young handicapped people

heralded his arrival. Fire crackers

told the city that the tape had been

cut and the first Cheshire Home in

China was open.

‘The Home is the result of a

meeting between the former Prime

Minister Edward Heath and Leonard

Cheshire. At one of the many

concerts he has conducted, in aid of

the China Disabled Persons

Federation, Edward Heath was able

to talk to Deng Pufang, the disabled

son of Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping

about the Founder’s dreams. Two

years later the Home is a reality.

‘Situated close to the city centre, it

accommodates 37 young Residents.

There are wonderful opportunities

for them to work at the many skills

so traditional to Chinese life and

calligraphy and paintings are seen

everywhere. Next door there is a

Training Centre which the Residents

can attend to learn, and improve

their skills.

‘The joint venture — the first of its

kind — is with the pharmaceutical

firm Glaxo, and will be known as the

Kunming Glaxo Home. After cutting

the tape the Founder visitedthe

Home with Mr Deng Pufang and

 
Mr Neil Maidment, the Managing

Director of Glaxo Enterprises,

together with Foundation Chairman

Peter Rowley and his wife Ethnea.

Already the spirit of Cheshire was

evident. Interpreters were on hand

but hardly necessary because just

sheer love and admiration showed in

the faces of all the Residents as they

met the man who had made the

Home possible.

‘For me, having been in on the

first negotiations, the opening was

very special. It also reminded me

that the future strength of the

International Foundation must lie in

project partnership and building up

the Regions.

‘So often in the many speeches, it

was said that the Kunming Cheshire

Home would be the first of many in

China. Having observed the care of

all those concerned with disabled

people in China, I am sure it will be.’
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